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Overview 
 
The Q-x.509, a mobile authentication application, addresses the challenge of securely and authoritatively 
authenticating users on mobile devices.  It is the product of the Mobile Authentication Interoperability for 
Digital Certificates (Q-X.509) project sponsored by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security Science & 
Technology Directorate.  
 
The objective of the project was focused on bridging the Derived PIV Credential (DPC) world of strong 
authentication and turning a strongly vetted x.509 certificate on mobile devices for enterprise server 
authentication methods via the FIDO protocols. 
 
Derived PIV Credentials are x.509 certificates that are “derived” from an existing PIV Credential and 
provisioned using a secure process.   PIV credentials are carried on smartcards, which contain secure 
private keys. Until now, interoperability of PIV credentials required specific Public Key Infrastructure 
(PKI) integration of client side software components and a backend Certificate Authority (CA). PKI is a set 
of roles, policies, and procedures needed to create, manage, distribute, use, store, and revoke digital 
certificates and manage public-key encryption. 
 
Now, with the Q-x.509 application, an x.509 Digital Certificate, compliant with DPC specifications, can be 
recognized as a valid FIDO UAF Token and as such, with no further development work on the part of the 
Credential issuer, be used with any existing FIDO compliant relying parties for authentication.    
 
In simplest terms, it provides the identity assurance of the PIV world and strong token assurance delivered 
through FIDO protocols, while meeting government standards as required by NIST SP 800-157 and NIST 
SP800-63 at a Level Of Assurance 3. 
 
Customer need 
 
Over the years, the U.S. Government along with many private concerns have made significant investments 
in smart card technologies to provide their employees, contractors, partners and suppliers with strongly 
vetted x.509 credentials to validate and support strong authentication of individuals accessing networked 
resources.   
 
Today these organizations face an ever-increasing demand to open access to secure content from mobile 
devices; however, data owners in these organizations have been hesitant to provide access to sensitive 
information from mobile devices due to security concerns. 
 
In support of such mobile security concerns, the FIDO Alliance, a consortium of identity management 
vendors, product companies and service providers has developed open, interoperable industry 
specifications that leverage device based user verification for better usability and proven public key 
cryptography for stronger security. As a result, FIDO delivers strong token assurance but does not address 
the notion of identity assurance at all.  
 
The interoperability of the x.509 identity credential and the strong FIDO assurance protocols extends the 
value of the PKI investment.   
 
It provides both the validation of the identity of the individual as well as a secure, lightweight form of 
authentication, thereby expanding the use of PKI in different applications on mobile devices for both the 
organization and individual users. 
 
 
Our Approach 
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The system is comprised of software components or modules that execute on a computer and interface with 
a mobile device. The various software components include, a DPC unlocking mechanism, a FIDO 
Authenticator, a FIDO ASM, and certificate validation code, which meet the NIST conditions on Derived 
PIV Credentials and FIDO Universal Authentication Protocol.  
 
Each time a user attempts to register or authenticate with their PIN, the Q-x.509 Authenticator checks the 
expiration date and validates that the certificate has not been revoked by its issuer.  If those conditions are 
met, the Q-x.509 Authenticator then communicates to the FIDO UAF server and relying part application to 
start a session for the user.  The FIDO UAF protocol passes the user’s email address as the username, and 

acknowledges that the user has successfully 
entered the correct PIN.   
 
The Q-x.509 Authenticator uses FIPS 140-2 
L1 certified cryptographic libraries to create 
unique private and public keys for each 
relying party application to which the user 
registers.  The Authenticator itself protects 
the DPC or x.509 certificate inside the 
keystore within a Secure Element on the 
smartphone.  To provide runtime security, the 
Authenticator is designed to run inside the 
Trusted Execution Environment (TEE).  The 
TEE is an isolated and secure area inside the 
mobile device processor.  Running inside the 

TEE guarantees the confidentiality and integrity of the data inside, as well protects the x.509 key/certificate 
during execution.  
 
Benefits 
 
Simpler User Experience.  
• Reduces the reliance on complex passwords while providing fast and convenient authentication from 

the same device for different services.  

Increase DPC value and use.  
• The ability to connect mobile devices via a FIDO DPC authenticator to enterprise resources extends 

the use of the DPC into commercial activities - preserving privacy and certificate information. 

Enhance security and privacy. 
• Achieves LOA3 security on Mobile devices 
• Reduces or eliminates the use of weak username / password authentication mechanisms. 
• Provides anonymized authentication without losing the strength of the certificate by decoupling 

personal information from the authentication event.  
• Decreases the likelihood of a social engineering attack via password reset requests. 
 
Lower operations costs. 
• Extends the current investments made on the PIV certification process into mobile devices.  
• Provides the ability to achieve the security benefits of public key cryptography without the traditional 

and costly CA model.  
• Reduces security operational cost – by reducing the use of a password it will reduce the number of 

password reset calls into the helpdesk.  
 
Competitive Advantage 
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The Q-x.509 app will facilitate rapid development and integration of mobile authentication into 
government and private sector systems by providing agencies and commercial relying party applications 
the ability to achieve the security benefits of public key cryptography without the traditional and costly 
Certificate Authority model. 


